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 ص:ملخال
الاهتمام بتصميمها وتنفيذها  لذا كان. المتقدمةالدول  من اهم العلامات الحضارية والثقافية فيالشاهقة  يتعتبر المبان

 المعماري

والإنشائي، ونظرا لاختلاف أنظمتها الانشائية لمقاومة الاحمال واختلاف مواد البناء وزيادة قطاعات لمقاومة 

وزيادة عدد الطوابق والمساحات، ادي لزيادة عدد درجات الحرية التي تستغرق وقت كبير لحلها الاحمال الجانبية، 

تحليل ديناميكي فزادت المصفوفات وتعقد حلها، لذا كان الحل ايجاد طريقة لتقليل حجم المصفوفة وتقليل عدد درجات 

 الحرية.

يتم إجراء  ف،التكثيقبل وبعد  والحلمصفوفات، ال تكثيفباستخدام  عدد درجات الحرية تقليلللبحث: الهدف الرئيسي 

 ةفوحذموال ةأيضا الفرق بين الاختيار الدقيق لدرجات الحرية الرئيس مقارنة بين طرق التكثيف الثابتة والديناميكية،

 ومقارنة النتائج. 

قبل وبعد  النتائج ومقارنة FORTRANحل باستخدام ال وتمنظام إطار صلب ثلاثي الأبعاد،  علىالتطبيق ، تم الذ 

-ي لحصول على التردد الطبيعي الأساسل حرالتكثيف من خلال طرق التكثيف الثابتة والديناميكية. تم إجراء تحليل 

دورًا مهمًا في التصميم الإنشائي لأن الشكل الأساسي الوضع هو عنصر مهيمن في  الحرالذي يلعب تحليل الاهتزاز 

  .حيث يتصرف الهيكل بمرونة ،الاهتزازات التي تسببها الرياح والزلازل في المباني الشاهقة

تبر عثانيًا: كتحليل قسري لاختبار وفهم سلوك الهيكل عند تعرضه لأية أحمال جانبية متوقعة عن الزلازل، فهو ي

مصدرًا مهمًا لتصميم آمن واقتصادي. من خلال هذه الحالات الحل قبل وبعد طرق التكثيف سواء الساكنة أو 

 تبين .SAP 2000تم التحقق من صحة النتائج باستخدام  ،الديناميكية والمقارنة بين طرق التكثيف لمعرفة أدقها

اميكية. خاصة في المشاكل الدين الساكن،التكثيف عن نماط أن التكثيف الديناميكي أكثر كفاءة في الترددات وأشكال الأ

، مع توفير الوقت Sap 2222 عن ٪5± يعطي التكثيف الديناميكي للنماذج التي تم تحليلها أقصى انحراف قدره 

 والجهد في الحل.

ABSTRACT 

High buildings are considered one of the most important civilizational and cultural signs 

in developed countries. Therefore, it was important to pay attention to its architectural 

and structural design and implementation, and due to the difference in its construction 

systems to resist loads and the different building materials and the increase in sectors to 
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resist lateral loads, and the increase in the number of floors, bayes, and spaces, which led 

to an increase in the number of degrees of freedom that takes a large time to be resolved 

by dynamic analysis, so the matrices increased and the complexity of their solution, so 

the solution was Find a way to reduce the size of the matrix and reduce the number of 

degrees of freedom. 

The main objective of the research: is to reduce the number of degrees of freedom using 

the condensation matrices, and solve before and after condensation. Therefore, the 

application was made on the 3D steel rigid system, and the solution was done using 

FORTRAN, and the results before and after condensation were compared by static and 

dynamic condensation methods. Free analysis was performed in order to obtain the 

natural fundamental frequency because free vibration analysis plays a vital role in 

structural design because the basic mode form is a dominant component of vibrations 

caused by wind and earthquakes in tall buildings, where the structure behaves flexibly. 

Second: As a forced analysis to test and understand the behavior of the structure when 

subjected to any expected lateral loads resulting from earthquakes, it is an important 

source of information for a safe and economical design. Through these cases, solving 

before and after condensation methods, whether static or dynamic and comparing 

between condensation methods to find out the most accurate ones, the results were 

validated by solving the system using the SAP 2000. The results showed that dynamic 

condensation is more efficient in frequencies than static condensation, especially in 

dynamic problems. Dynamic condensation for the analyzed models gives a maximum 

deviation of ± 5% from Sap 2000 

KEYWORDS: Static condensation, Dynamic condensation, Guyan-Iron’ reduction, 

Stiffness matrix, Mass matrix, High-Rise Buildings, Free Vibrations, Forced Vibrations, 

FORTRAN program. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At the beginning of the 20th century, high-rise buildings were designed in general, 

to achieve an important place in the history of urban architecture and as a rapid response 

to the increasing population in urban areas. It is almost impossible to imagine a large city 

without high-rise buildings, most of them have become important symbols in 

contemporary cities, and have changed the concept of the modern city along with its size 

and appearance, high-rise buildings are designed today with advanced computer 

technology and are built with architectural care and structural designs that were not in the 

past, and the most important factors that enabled the construction of tall buildings are the 

developments in the following fields: materials, techniques, operating systems 

(mechanical), construction and analysis systems, but the increase in the height of 

buildings makes them vulnerable to the lateral loads. The development of building 

technology played a more important in the development of high-rise buildings, as it was 

at the end of the 19th century since the discovery of the elevator, the steel to create the 

(column - beam), that the construction of high-rise buildings began, and high-resistance 
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concrete, foundation, and mechanical systems have made the height of skyscrapers a 

constant race all over the world. Structural systems were designed in the early 20th 

century mainly to resist (gravity loads), but today, with the developments in high-

resistance materials with the increase in the height of buildings and the decrease in weight, 

the lateral loads by wind and earthquakes become the main loads, especially in high-rise 

buildings, there are many structural systems to resist lateral loads. 

Due to the variation in its construction systems to resist loads and the difference in 

construction materials and the increase in sectors to resist lateral loads, and the increase 

in the number of floors, bayes, and spaces, which led to an increase in the number of 

degrees of freedom that takes a large time to be resolved by dynamic analysis, so the 

matrices increased and the complexity of their solution, so the solution was find a way to 

reduce the size of the matrix and reduce the number of degrees of freedom by the 

condensation of matrices methods. 

In 1964 first one put the basics to reduce the size of the stiffness and mass matrix and also 

reduce the non-diagonal mass matrix for natural mode analysis is Guyan [1]. Then Irons 

[2] presented a technique for reducing the elements needed to find eigenvalues for full 

large matrices on which most of the methods were posteriorly used to condense matrices. 

The frequency dependent eigenvalue solved by Sturm sequence and some iterations, the 

accuracy doesn't depend on the choice of masters DOFs except in the rare case when the 

energy of the system doesn't contribute to the whole set of masters at all, which is referred 

to as partial vibrations which solved by a new efficient dynamic condensation method 

without approximation by Leung [3]. when reducing the number of DOFs, it is difficult 

to apply to complex dynamic structures, so he tried to apply Guyan [1] and remove one 

degree of freedom at a time, preserving lower frequencies in the reduced eigenvalue 

problem. The accuracy of the values of natural frequency increases as the frequency ratio 

fc /f (> 1) increases [4]. Paz. [5] presented a reduction method extension of the static 

condensation method by an approximate eigenvalue = 0 and applied dynamic 

condensation to the dynamic matrix, then solving the reduced eigenproblem to determine 

1st and 2nd eigenvalues, without requiring matrix inversion or series expansion by 

reducing secondary DOFs and retaining primary DOFs, by more iterations get exact eigen 

solutions. The dynamic effects of a substructure’s internal DOF can be taken into account 

in the dynamic analysis of a multi-substructure system, neglecting in some cases, the 

effects of the internal DOF or higher modes causing major errors [7]. To get an 

approximate estimate of reduced matrices and makes some modifications to compensate 

for the inertia effect which is neglected in Guyan, apply a new improved reduced method 

to improve the accuracy of Guyan[1] by O’Callahan [9]. When selecting accurately the 

master degrees of freedom can apply the Guyan [1] accurately, the selection of the masters 

must allow by limits of Guyan [1] to be defined while keeping a minimum of master DOF 

[10]. Gordis [11] derivated a new technique of the IRS method [8] that the method must 

respond with a fundamental limitation in the choice of neglected model coordinates, a 

limitation related to classical reduction methods which try to correct for missing inertia 

forces. The kept and reduced DOFs in the iterative method by Suarez and Singht are 
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linked with a condensation matrix that is used to get a condensed eigenvalue [12]. While 

free vibration, the condensed stiffness matrix is exactly the same as the one by Guyan [1], 

but the two mass matrices are different, and can’t accurately preserve the higher modes 

of interest in the condensed model. But the dynamic condensation method can retain both 

the lower and higher modes of interest in the resulting model with high accuracy but must 

choose the frequencies to produce the condensation and to perform the result in the 

dynamic responses of a structure it must choose frequencies closer to the actual applied 

loads [13]. 1st compute the damping matrix alone, but the mass and stiffness matrices get 

from the normal frequency response functions by using the least-squares method [14]. 

The IRS method is extended by the equivalent transformation based on dynamic 

condensation rather than static condensation as an iterative method, provides a reduced 

model which reproduces a subset of the model of the full matrices [15]. Naguib. [16] 

created the FORTRAN program to solve dynamic problems by the three methods of 

condensation (Static, Dynamic, and Modified), applied in dynamic structures as free 

vibration, it was emphasized that it is the nearest values of real values that result from 

dynamic condensation. An iterative method by Kim [17] to solve the eigenproblem for 

large structures has combined dynamic condensation, modified subspace iteration, and 

modal reduction, after the selection of master degrees of freedom The master advantage 

that several eigenpairs can be with solution accuracy through a combined reduction, it has 

also made modifications to the dynamic condensation method to solve dynamic analysis, 

incorrectly selecting master degrees of freedom has little effect on the overall matrices. It 

was possible to apply the dynamic condensation method to get the natural frequencies 

and reduce the number of mode shapes. The measured frequencies can be used as the 

initial assumption in the dynamic condensation to find an exact solution for the real 

eigenvalue and find the transformation matrix between the experimentation, and not 

experimentation [18]. An iterative technique with three advantages: (1) The convergence 

is much faster than all past methods, especially when the eigenvalues of the reduced 

model are close to the full model. (2) The convergence proved simple. (3) it is 

unnecessary to determine the stiffness and mass matrices also the eigen solutions of the 

reduced model in every iteration [19]. The lower modes converge very quickly than the 

higher modes and the master co-ordinates should be chosen to give an accurate static 

reduction [21]. The condensed models by dynamic condensation can keep the selected 

number of lower natural frequencies and corresponding modes accurately as for the 

known loads, the intense model from the dynamic condensed method can show the 

dynamic responses of the structure with very good accuracy, but the unknown loads but 

within the frequency range, the models produced using the optimum frequencies of the 

approximately applied loads have better than the intense models by Guyan [22]. When 

the dynamic condensation is independent of the eigenvalues of the reduction, it’s not 

significant to determine them in every iteration, this makes the iterative very active mostly 

when having a large number of kept DOFs, so the dynamic condensation matrix is an 

advantage of the system and is not influenced by external forces [23]. An iterative method 

that essentially uses orthonormalized complex eigenvectors of the unsymmetrical system, 
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the eigen-solution of the reduced-order model with master DOFs is obtained by the 

Lanczos algorithm. The model reduction procedure is further used in substructure and 

eigenvalue analysis of large-size unsymmetric systems [27]. Dynamic condensation used 

an algorithm to fast estimate some low eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of 

the large structures by reducing the original structural model to a smaller one [28]. One 

of the condensation methods is based on 

 the generalized inverse of the matrix while ignoring the damping and inertia forces on 

all DOFs of the full model, these algorithms are considered static condensation, one 

advantage is that specified forms of reduced stiffness, mass, and damping matrices can 

be directly obtained from the reduced model, these reduced matrices are very useful in 

dynamic analyses, comparing approximations from assumptions, condensation matrices, 

and reduced matrices, with the generalized inverse of the matrix, the method defined in 

the displacement space is extended and one variant is derived [29]. An iterative method 

for the dynamic condensation of non-classically damped systems based on the dynamic 

equations defined in displacement and state spaces, neglecting the effect of the damping 

on the dynamic condensation matrix, the result from the dynamic condensation matrix is 

corresponding to that of the undamped model, it is easy in the dynamic analysis, and the 

iteration of this method will not converge to the exact values, especially for the damping 

parameters, to solve this problem [30]. Xia, and Lin [31] proposed an improvement on 

this dynamic condensation method by iterating improved reduced system IIRS to modify 

the iterative transformation matrix and achieve faster convergence. It is possible to use 

the dynamic condensation method for the reduction in active vibration control of large 

and flexible structures, dynamic reduction has many advantages, especially its accuracy 

in the high-frequency range [34]. Dynamic condensation to extend analysis at higher 

frequencies by selecting master DOFS and condensing the structure matrices on those 

DOFS [35]. An iterated improved reduced system IIRS based on Friswell’s for un-

damped and non-classically damped structures, and it is an effective method because the 

highly accurate Eigen-properties from the repeatedly condensed matrices can be obtained 

without expensive computational cost [36]. For the problem of inverting a matrix, a 

closed-form solution is applied, the structures include sub-models each having a different 

repeated pattern, the easily inverse using regular matrices requiring a smaller amount of 

computational time, by dynamic condensation and the matrix inversion, the eigen-

solution is performed on matrices of lower dimensions [38]. Kim and Kang [39] 

developed a multi-level condensation method to improve the efficiency of traditional 

matrix condensation by proposing an efficient analytical model for a super-tall mega-

frame building condensed analytical model with minimal DOFs to efficiently predict the 

global structural behavior of mega frame structures, by a simple model which presents 

global structural behavior, rather than a complicated finite element model. A new damage 

detection method that uses only one mode shape and its corresponding eigenvalue of a 

structure to conduct damage detection, updated the condensed stiffness matrix through an 

iterative damage detection procedure. by the transformation matrix of the dynamic 

condensation technique in a coupled recursive procedure to update damage indices.  Also, 
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updated stiffness matrix, mode shapes, and frequencies of all structures [42]. There are 

various methods to reduce matrix, the original one is involving the well-known Static 

Condensation method, requiring multiplication and inverse of several sub-matrices by the 

simple Cholesky analysis to get the reduced stiffness matrix [43]. To solve FE models 

with more than millions of DOFs, it would be valuable to develop a more efficient 

algebraic dynamic condensation method employing multi-level sub structuring [44]. A 

non-iterative method, which is known as Maclaurin Expansion of the frequency response 

function in Laplace Domain' (MELD) applied for dynamic reduction of non-classically 

damped structures as a non-iterative method is an efficient method to reduce the size of 

the matrices by removing the unimportant DOFs because the (DOFs) becomes larger and 

makes the analyzing complexity [46]. The dynamic condensation method transformed the 

global vibration equation into a reduced one with a much smaller size, from the reduced 

vibration equation with numerical time integration methods get the structural responses 

efficiently, derived directly from the response sensitivities from the reduced vibration 

equation without extra master DOFs [48]. 

The main object of this paper is to examine the effect of Static and Dynamic condensation 

on the dynamic analysis of high-rise buildings . 3-D rigid frames with many DOFs are 

analyzed by using condensation techniques based on the Guyan-Irons reduction. The 

results are compared before and after condensation, whether (static or dynamic) on high-

rise buildings using the FORTRAN program, and the results were verified by SAP 2000. 

2.  METHODOLOGY 

The dynamic equations of equilibrium are written as a set of linear second-order 

differential equations: 

[M] {Ẍ(t)} + [C] {Ẋ(t)} + [K] {X (t)} = {F(t)}                                                               (1) 

The reduced dynamic eqn. of equilibrium is written as:  

[𝑀𝑅] {Z̈(t)} + [𝐶𝑅] {�̇�(t)} + [𝐾𝑅] {Z (t)} = {𝐹𝑅(𝑡)}                                                       (2) 

Where: 𝑀𝑅 , 𝐶𝑅 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐾𝑅 are the mass, damping, and stiffness matrices, of the reduced 

order model respectively, and 𝐹𝑅 is the force vector of the reduced model. They are 

defined as:  

[𝑀𝑅] =   [𝑇]𝑇 [𝑀 ] [𝑇]      &       [𝐶𝑅] =   [𝑇]𝑇 [𝐶 ] [𝑇]                                                                                                         

[𝐾𝑅] =   [𝑇]𝑇 [𝐾 ] [𝑇]       &       [𝐹𝑅] =   [𝑇]𝑇 [𝐹 ] [𝑇]                                                                                                         

 Dynamic properties are preserved in the reduced model so it is useful in dynamic 

analyses, especially when iterating. 
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I. Static Condensation Method 

A- Static Condensation Method on the Static Problem 

In static structural analysis it become necessary to reduce the stiffness matrix [𝐾] 

only.  By Guyan [1] and Irons [2] for the removed unwanted DOFs by separating the 

number of DOFs into secondary and primary. The stiffness Equation for structure: 

[
[𝐾𝑠𝑠] ⋯ [𝐾𝑠𝑝]

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
[𝐾𝑝𝑠] ⋯ [𝐾𝑝𝑝]

] [

{𝑢0}
⋮

{𝑢𝑝}
] = [

{0}
⋮

{𝐹𝑝}
]                                                                           (3)  

Let:   [
[𝐾𝑠𝑠] [𝐾𝑠𝑝]

[𝐾𝑝𝑠] [𝐾𝑝𝑝]
] [

{𝑢𝑠}
{𝑢𝑝}

] = [
{0}
{𝐹𝑝}

]                                                                         (4) 

Where {𝑢𝑠} is the displacement vector corresponding to the DOFs to be reduced and {𝑢𝑝} 

is the vector corresponding to remaining p independent DOFs. By assume external 

forces= zero at secondary DOFs. By multiplication of matrices in Eqn. (1) expands into 

Eqns. (5) & (6).  

[𝐾𝑠𝑠] {𝑢𝑠} + [𝐾𝑠𝑝] {𝑢𝑝} = {0}                                                                                        (5) 

[𝐾𝑝𝑠] {𝑢𝑠} + [𝐾𝑝𝑝] {𝑢𝑝} = {𝐹𝑝}                                                                                     (6) 

{𝑢𝑠} =  [ 𝑇  ] {𝑢𝑝}                                                                                                         (7) 

[ 𝑇  ] =  [𝐾𝑠𝑠]−1[𝐾𝑠𝑝]                  (8)                  [𝐾  ]  {𝑢𝑝} = {𝐹𝑝}                         (9)   

Where, [ 𝑇  ]  is the transformation matrix, and, [𝐾  ] is the reduced stiffness matrix, 

[ 𝐾  ]  = [𝐾𝑝𝑝]  [𝐾𝑝𝑠]  [𝐾𝑠𝑠]−1 [𝐾𝑝𝑠]                                                                 (10) 

When,  {𝑢} =  [ 𝑇  ] {𝑢𝑝}                                                                                           (11) 

{𝑢} =   [
{𝑢𝑠}
{𝑢𝑝}

]    &    [ 𝑇  ] = [
[ 𝑇 ] 
[ I ] 

]                                                                          (12)   

Sub. in Eqns. (11) and (3) into Eqn. (4) and the transpose of [T] results in: 

[𝑇]𝑇 [𝐾  ] [𝑇  ]{𝑢𝑝} =   [ [𝑇]𝑇  [ I ] ]  [
{0}
{𝐹𝑝}

]                            

[𝑇]𝑇 [𝐾  ] [𝑇  ]{𝑢𝑝} =  {𝐹𝑝}                                                                                                                                                                           

[𝐾  ] =   [𝑇]𝑇 [𝐾  ] [𝑇  ]                                                                                            (13) 
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By solving, (1), (12) into (4) the stiffness equation has been reduced to: 

[
[ I ] −[ 𝑇  ]  
[0] [𝐾  ]  

] [
{𝑢𝑠}
{𝑢𝑝}

] = [
{0}
{𝐹𝑝}

]                                                                           (14) 

Guyan ignored dynamic effect, so this method is exact for static problems only. However, 

widely used in many static and dynamic problems. So, Guyan is considered initial 

approximation of exact dynamic condensation. Error in Guyan depends upon ratio of cut 

frequency to interested frequency. The higher ratio, the more accurate the reduced model. 

B- Static Condensation Method on the Dynamic Problem 

To reduce the mass[𝑀]and damping [𝐶]matrices, it is assumed that the same static 

relationship between secondary and primary DOFs remains effective in the dynamic 

problem.  

The reduced mass and damping [𝐶]matrices are given by: 

[𝑀  ] =   [𝑇]𝑇 [𝑀] [𝑇  ]                                                                                            (15) 

Where, [M  ]  is the reduced mass matrix.                                                    

[𝐶  ] =   [𝑇]𝑇 [𝐶  ] [𝑇  ]                                                                                           (16) 

  Where, [𝐶  ]  is the reduced damped matrix.                                                

The reduction of the mass and damping matrices can be justified by potential elastic 

energy V and kinetic energy KE of the structure, as: 

V   = 
1

2
  { 𝑢 }𝑇[K] {u}                                                                                              (17) 

KE = 
1

2
  { �̇� }𝑇[M] {�̇�}                                                                                             (18) 

Virtual work δ𝑊𝑑 by damping forces 𝐹𝑑=[C]{�̇�} corresponding to virtual displacement 

{ δu} as:   

δ𝑊𝑑 = { 𝑑𝑢  }𝑇[C] {�̇�}                                                                                              (19) 

By the transformation Eq. (11) the results are  

V   = 
1

2
  { up }T  [T]T [K  ] [T  ]{up}                                                                          (20) 

KE = 
1

2
  {  u̇p}T  [T]T [M  ] [T  ]{  u̇p}                                                                        (21) 

δ𝑊𝑑 = {δup  }𝑇[T]T [C  ] [T  ]{  u̇p}                                                                          (22) 

Substitution of [𝐾  ], [𝑀  ],  and [𝐶  ] from Eqns. (13), (15), and (16) get:  

V   = 
1

2
  { up }T  [𝐾  ] [T  ]{up}                                                                             (23) 

KE = 
1

2
  {  u̇p}T  [𝑀  ] [T  ]{  u̇p}                                                                            (24) 

δ𝑊𝑑 = {δup  }𝑇[𝐶  ] [T  ]{  u̇p}                                                                              (25) 

Static condensation drives errors when applied to dynamic problems.  
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II. Dynamic Condensation Method 

In dynamic condensation methods take into account the effects of inertia of ignored 

DOFs. Because the inertia is related to the inverse of the dynamic stiffness matrix, they 

cannot be obtained directly. It an extension of the static condensation method. By 

assuming the first eigenvalue 1
2 is approximate value or set it equal= 0.  

The dynamic matrix: [𝐷1] =  [𝐾] −  1
2 [𝑀  ], to get 1

2 and 2
2. The matrix inversion or 

series expansion does not require. The equations of free motion form: 

[
[𝑀𝑠𝑠] [𝑀𝑠𝑝]

[𝑀𝑝𝑠] [𝑀𝑝𝑝]
] [

{ ü𝑠}
{ü𝑝}

] + [
[𝐾𝑠𝑠] [𝐾𝑠𝑝]

[𝐾𝑝𝑠] [𝐾𝑝𝑝]
] [

{𝑢𝑠}
{𝑢𝑝}

] = [
{0}
{0}

]                                   (26) 

Let {𝑢} = {𝑈} sin 𝜔𝑡     

 So, [
[𝐾𝑠𝑠] − 1

2[𝑀𝑠𝑠] [𝐾𝑠𝑝] − 1
2[𝑀𝑠𝑝]

[𝐾𝑝𝑠] − 1
2[𝑀𝑝𝑠] [𝐾𝑝𝑝] − 1

2[𝑀𝑝𝑝]
] [

{𝑢𝑠}
{𝑢𝑝}

] = [
{0}
{0}

]                                  (27) 

From Guess Jordan:  [
[𝐼] −[ 𝑇𝑖 ] 

[0] [𝐷𝑖]
] [

{𝑈𝑠}
{𝑈𝑝}

] = [
{0}
{0}

]                                               (28) 

{𝑈𝑠} = [ 𝑇𝑖 ] {𝑈𝑝}                      (29).                  { 𝑈 }𝑖 = [T] {𝑈𝑝}                           (30) 

[  𝑇𝑖  ] = [
[ 𝑇 ] 
[ 𝐼   ]  

]   &     {𝑈𝑖} =   [
{𝑈𝑠}
{𝑈𝑝}

]                                                                   (31)   

To reduce the Mass matrix:   [𝑀𝑖  ] =   [ 𝑇𝑖]
𝑇 [𝑀] [𝑇𝑖]                                            (32)   

And to get stiffness matrix:  [ 𝐾𝑖  ] =  [ 𝐷𝑖  ] +   𝑖
2 [ 𝑀𝑖 ]                                    (33)     

The reduced Eigen problem from:  [ 𝐾𝑖 ] −   𝑖
2 [ 𝑀𝑖  ] | {𝑢𝑝} = {0}                     (34)   

3. Selection of Master the Degrees of Freedom 

The total DOFs of a full model are divided into masters and slaves in the dynamic 

condensation. There are conditions for selecting the masters because any error in selecting 

leads to a big error while condensing matrices and the results will be inaccurate. The 

selection must make the reduction model as accurate as possible.  

- Selection. of the Masters of The Guyan Condensation 

The eigenvalue range is (0, 𝜔𝑐
2) while 𝜔𝑐

2  is the lowest eigenvalue of the slave model. 

The approximate error of the eigenvalues from Guyan is inversely proportional to the 

eigenvalue 𝜔𝑐
2. So, the bigger eigenvalue  𝜔𝑐

2 the more accurate Guyan.  

-The degrees at maximum relative displacement occurs should be selected as masters. 

- At centralized mass, DOFs should be selected as master DOFs. 

Physical-Type Condensation 

1-Levy (1971): Select the DOFs that have; 

(a) largest entries in the mass matrix        

(b) largest movements in the modes of interest.  

2- Ramsden and Stocker (1969): Selected the masters DOF that with larger mass and 

flexible reasonably relative to other mass concentrations and fixed constraints. 

3- Downs (1980):  The masters DOFs should be displacements rather than rotations. 
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4. Case Study by FORTRAN Program:  

Example 1: Verification Example 

For the shown space frame (three-dimensional frame) in Fig.1: 

TABLE 1. Input data for space frame  

Quantity Members 

1,3 

Members 

2,4 

Modulus of elasticity (psi) 30 𝑥106 30 𝑥106 

Modulus of rigidity (psi) 12 𝑥106 12 𝑥106 

Distributed mass 

(Ib. 𝑠𝑒𝑐2/𝑖𝑛2)  

0.2 0.1 

Cross-sectional y moment of 

inertia (𝑖𝑛4) 

200 64 

Cross-sectional z moment of 

inertia (𝑖𝑛4) 

200 64 

Torsional constant (𝑖𝑛4) 40.0 12.8 

Cross-sectional area (𝑖𝑛2) 50 28 

Cross-sectional moment of 

inertia (𝑖𝑛4) 

205 68 

 

 After Condensation of Coordinates 𝐝𝟏, 𝐝𝟐  & 𝐝𝟑 

 

 

TABLE 2 Eigen-Values for space frame. 

TABLE 3 Eigen-Values. Before Cond., After 

Static and Dynamic Condensations for Space 

Frame. 

X 

Y 

Z 

1 
2 

3 

4 

5000

45000

85000

125000

165000

205000

245000

285000
Space Frame Example  After condensatio

Before Cond. Static Cond.

Fig. 1 Space Frame Example [36]. 

5000

35000

65000

95000

125000

155000

185000

215000

245000

275000

Space Frame Example Before condensation:

Mario Paz FORTRAN program

Fig. 2Comparison between FORTRAN and M. Paz for Space 

Frame Example before condensation. 

Fig. 3  Comparison between FORTRAN Solution Before Cond., After 

Static and Dynamic Condensations for Space Frame Example. 
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Example 2 

For a 20-story shear building with a height of 4 m for the story floor and 3 m for the 

repeated stories as shown in the Fig. (4) according to the moments of inertia of reinforced 

concrete column =.00032552 𝑚4 with the uniformly mass 

weight for each story= .6116208 t. 𝑠𝑒𝑐2/m. Calculated by the 

FORTRAN program the natural frequency results before and 

after the static and dynamic condensation. Then the results 

were compared, as shown Fig. (5), between the natural 

frequencies before and after the static and the dynamic 

condensation by eliminating 50% & 25% of DOFs. 

From the in Fig. (5), we find that the greater the number of 

degrees of freedom removed, the accuracy of the results 

decreases, that is, when removing 25% is more accurate and 

closer to the truth than removing 50% of the degrees of 

freedom. The dynamic condensation is closer to the correct 

and more accurate than the static condensation, especially 

since it is a dynamic analysis. 
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Modes

20 - Storey Shear building

Freq. Cps. Freq. Cps. Static Cond. by eliminating 5 D.O.F

Freq. Cps. Dynamic Cond.  by eliminating 5 D.O.F Freq. Cps. Static Cond. by eliminating 10 D.O.F

Freq. Cps. Dynamic Cond.  by eliminating 10 D.O.F

Fig. 420-story shear building 

Fig.5 The natural frequencies (Hz) of a 20-storey shear building before and after static and dynamic 

condensation after reduce 5 & 10 DOFs. 
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Example 3 
 

For the application of static and dynamic condensation on high-rise 

buildings, a Two-dimensional steel rigid frame system to resist gravity 

load as the main part and the lateral load as a secondary part was chosen, 

and it was analyzed free analysis, and the results were compared between 

static and dynamic condensation for free analysis and forced analysis. The 

results were validated before condensation with the SAP 2000 program. 

The case study dependent on a 30-story high-rise steel frame building 

with reinforced concrete slabs and brick walls used as a model as shown 

in Fig. (6). The rigid frames are arranged in X and Z directions consisted 

of 30 stories and the height of the story was H= 3 m and arranged in the 

X-direction (5x6m). The steel frames with a grade of steel S355 were 

used with Fy = 355MPa and Fu=480Mpa, used the beam section with 

sectors IPE (500), and divided the steel columns into 2 groups, the 15 

below stories were with sections H (400x551) and the next 15 stories with H (400x467). 

The steel bracing used to resist the lateral loads as a pipe of the steel with a radius R= 

15.0cm and thickness t = 5mm. The solid slab is reinforced concrete with standard 

concrete grade C30/37 and it is a square slab with a cover weight = 0.15t/m2. The mass 

of the building is from the D.L and 25% from the L.L as (Model Mode) in SAP2000. A 

FORTRAN program for static and dynamic condensation is created to generate the 

required data file for SAP2000. The natural frequency (cps) results were calculated by 

the FORTRAN program before and after the static and the dynamic condensation at 

remain 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, and 40% of DOF.  respectively. Then compared 1st 10-

frequencies as shown in the Tables. (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) & (9) between the natural 

frequencies before and after static and dynamic condensation. 

 

 

 

TABLE 4. Comparison between FORTRAN Sol. Before, After Static 

and Dynamic Condensations by remaining 90% D.O.F 

TABLE 5. Comparison between FORTRAN Sol. Before, After Static 

and Dynamic Condensations by remaining 80% D.O.F.  

Fig. 6 2D steel rigid 

frame. 

 
M

O

D

E 

Frequencies (cps) 

Exact 

Sol.by 
FORT
RAN 

Static 

condens
ation by 
remaini

ng  90%  
D.O. F 

Err

or
% 

Dynamic 

condensati
on by 

remaining 

90% D.O. 
F 

Error

% 

1 0.0355 0.0356 0.2809 0.0355 0.000 

2 0.0528 0.0531 0.5649 0.0528 0.000 

3 0.2087 0.2092 0.2390 0.2087 0.000 

4 0.2375 0.2385 0.4192 0.2375 0.000 

5 0.3867 0.3877 0.2579 0.3867 0.000 

6 0.4681 0.4731 1.0568 0.4681 0.000 

7 0.5768 0.5843 1.2835 0.5766 0.0347 

8 0.6193 0.6305 1.7763 0.6223 0.4844 

9 0.7599 0.7732 1.7201 0.7593 0.0789 

10 0.9492 0.9673 1.8712 0.9513 0.2212 

 
M

O

D

E 

Frequencies (cps) 

Exact 
Sol.by 
FORT

RAN 

Static 
condens
ation by 

remaini
ng80%
D.O. F 

Err
or
% 

Dynamic 
condensati

on by 

remaining 
80%D.O. 

F 

Error
% 

1 0.0355 0.0357 0.5602 0.0355 0.000 

2 0.0528 0.0532 0.7519 0.0528 0.000 

3 0.2087 0.2093 0.2867 0.2087 0.000 

4 0.2375 0.2388 0.5444 0.2375 0.000 

5 0.3867 0.3882 0.3864 0.3867 0.000 

6 0.4681 0.4746 1.3696 0.4682 0.0214 

7 0.5768 0.5845 1.3174 0.5762 0.1040 

8 0.6193 0.6317 1.9629 0.6215 0.3552 

9 0.7599 0.7802 2.6020 0.7633 0.4474 

10 0.9492 0.9779 2.9347 0.9531 0.4108 
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Example 4: 

For the application of static and dynamic condensation on high-rise 

buildings, a three-dimensional building with a steel rigid frame system to 

resist gravity load as the main part and the lateral load as a secondary part 

was chosen, and it was analyzed a free analysis and forced analysis under 

seismic loads, (EL CENTRO) earthquake was chosen, and the results were 

compared between static and dynamic condensation for free analysis and 

forced analysis. The results were validated before condensation with the 

SAP 2000 program. 

TABLE 6. Comparison between FORTRAN Sol. Before, After Static 
and Dynamic Condensations by remaining 70% D.O.F.  

TABLE 7.  Comparison between FORTRAN Sol. Before, After Static 
and Dynamic Condensations by remaining 60% D.O.F.  

TABLE 8. Comparison between FORTRAN Sol. Before, After 
Static and Dynamic Condensations by remaining 50% D.O.F.  

TABLE 9. Comparison between FORTRAN Sol. Before, After 

Static and Dynamic Condensations by remaining 40% D.O.F.  

Fig.7 3D steel rigid frame. 

 
M

O

D

E 

Frequencies (cps) 

Exact 
Sol.by 

FORT
RAN 

Static 
condensa

tion by 
remainin

g70% 
DOF 

Err
or% 

Dynamic 
condensatio

n by 
remaining 
70%DOF 

Error% 

1 0.0355 0.0358 0.838 0.0355 0.000 

2 0.0528 0.0533 0.9381 0.0528 0.000 

3 0.2087 0.2113 1.2305 0.2087 0.000 

4 0.2375 0.2398 0.9591 0.2375 0.000 

5 0.3867 0.3887 0.5145 0.3867 0.000 

6 0.4681 0.4749 1.4318 0.4683 0.0427 

7 0.5768 0.5851 1.4186 0.5765 0.0520 

8 0.6193 0.6322 2.0405 0.622 0.4359 

9 0.7599 0.7833 2.9874 0.7653 0.7106 

10 0.9492 0.9803 3.1724 0.9554 0.6532 

 
M

O

D

E 

Frequencies (cps) 

Exact 
Sol.by 

FORT
RAN 

Static 
condensa

tion by 
remainin
g 60% 
D.O. F 

Err
or% 

Dynamic 
condensatio

n by 
remaining 

60% D.O. F 

Error% 

1 0.0355 0.0361 1.6620 0.0355 0.000 

2 0.0528 0.0537 1.6759 0.0528 0.000 

3 0.2087 0.2124 1.7420 0.2087 0.000 

4 0.2375 0.2401 1.0829 0.2375 0.000 

5 0.3867 0.3943 1.9275 0.3868 0.0259 

6 0.4681 0.4821 2.9039 0.4684 0.0641 

7 0.5768 0.5862 1.6035 0.5766 0.0347 

8 0.6193 0.6322 2.0405 0.6223 0.4844 

9 0.7599 0.7854 3.2468 0.7657 0.7633 

10 0.9492 0.9821 3.3499 0.9562 0.7375 

 
M

O

D

E 

Frequencies (cps) 

Exact 
Sol.by 
FORT

RAN 

Static 
condensa
tion by 

remainin
g50% 
D.O. F 

Err
or% 

Dynamic 
condensatio

n by 

remaining 
50%D.O. F 

Error% 

1 0.0355 0.0363 2.2034 0.0355 0.000 

2 0.0528 0.0541 2.4029 0.0528 0.000 

3 0.2087 0.2132 2.1107 0.2087 0.000 

4 0.2375 0.2413 1.5748 0.2375 0.000 

5 0.3867 0.3948 2.0517 0.3865 0.0517 

6 0.4681 0.4833 3.1450 0.4678 0.0641 

7 0.5768 0.5867 1.6874 0.5767 0.0173 

8 0.6193 0.6329 2.1488 0.6224 0.5006 

9 0.7599 0.7858 3.2960 0.7659 0.7896 

10 0.9492 0.9827 3.4089 0.9569 0.8112 

 
M

O

D

E 

Frequencies (cps) 

Exact 
Sol.by 

FORT
RAN 

Static 
condensa

tion by 
remainin
g40%D.

O. F 

Err
or% 

Dynamic 
condensatio

n by 
remaining 

40% D.O. F 

Error% 

1 0.0355 0.0366 3.0055 0.0355 0.000 

2 0.0528 0.0547 3.4735 0.0528 0.000 

3 0.2087 0.2145 2.7039 0.2087 0.000 

4 0.2375 0.2532 6.2006 0.2376 0.0421 

5 0.3867 0.3968 2.5453 0.3864 0.0776 

6 0.4681 0.4844 3.3649 0.468 0.0214 

7 0.5768 0.5886 2.0048 0.5769 0.0173 

8 0.6193 0.6334 2.2261 0.6226 0.5328 

9 0.7599 0.7875 3.5048 0.766 0.8027 

10 0.9492 0.9933 4.4397 0.9571 0.8323 
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The case study is dependent on a 30-story high-rise steel frame building with reinforced 

concrete slabs and brick walls used as a model as shown in Fig. (7). The rigid frames are 

arranged in X and Z directions of the horizontal square plane at distance 

of 7 meters of land with a square perimeter (7x6m) in the X-direction and 

the Z- direction, with a square area (42 x 42) m2 with the height of the 

building of 90 meters, where it consisted of 30 stories and the height of 

the story was H= 3 m as shown in Fig. (8). The steel frames with a grade 

of steel S355 were used with Fy = 355MPa and Fu=480Mpa, used the 

beam section with sectors IPE (500) for inner or external beams but 

divided the steel columns into 5 groups, the 6 below stories were with 

sections H (400x990) and the next 6 stories with H (400x634), the next 6 

with H (400x551), the next 6 with H (400x383), and the last 6 columns set 

with H (400x237). The steel bracing used to resist the lateral loads as a pipe 

of the steel with a radius R= 21.9cm and thickness t = 5mm. The solid slab 

is reinforced concrete with standard concrete grade C30/37 and it is a square 

slab with a cover weight = 0.15t/m2. The mass of the building is from the 

D.L and 25% from the L.L as (Model Mode) in SAP2000. A FORTRAN 

program is Created to generate the required data file for SAP2000 and the 

FORTRAN program for static and dynamic condensation. The natural 

frequency (cps) results were calculated by the FORTRAN program before 

and after the static and the dynamic condensation 90, 80, 70, 60, 50, 40, 30, 20, and 10% 

respectively, by selecting the accurate master degrees of freedom and another time 

randomly selecting masters of DOFs. Then compared 1st 10-frequencies as shown in the 

Tables. (10), (11), (12), (13), (14), (15), (16), (17) & (18) between the natural frequencies 

before and after static and dynamic condensation. 

A comparison between the choice accurately and the random selection of degrees of 

freedom, for example, when removing 40% of the degrees of freedom and preserving 

60%, we find t 

Fig.8 A square (42 x 

42) m2 with the 

height of 90 m. 
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Frequencies (cps) Dynamic condensation by remaining 60% D.O. F random selection

Fig. 9 Comparison between appropriate selection and random selection of DOFs by remaining 60 % DOFs. 
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Frequencies Results 

 

 

TABLE 10. Comparison between FORTRAN Sol. Before, After Static 

and Dynamic Condensations by remaining 90% D.O.F 
TABLE 11. Comparison between FORTRAN Sol. Before, After 
Static and Dynamic Condensations by remaining 80% D.O.F.  

TABLE 13.  Comparison between FORTRAN Sol. Before, After 
Static and Dynamic Condensations by remaining 60% D.O.F.  

TABLE 12. Comparison between FORTRAN Sol. Before, After 
Static and Dynamic Condensations by remaining 70% D.O.F.  

TABLE 15. Comparison between FORTRAN Sol. Before, After 
Static and Dynamic Condensations by remaining 40% D.O.F.  

TABLE 14. Comparison between FORTRAN Sol. Before, After 

Static and Dynamic Condensations by remaining 50% D.O.F.  

 

M

O

D

E 

Frequencies (cps) 

Exact 
Sol.by 
FORT

RAN 

Static 
condensat

ion by 

remainin
g  90%  
D.O. F 

Err
or% 

Dynamic 
condensatio

n by 

remaining 
90% D.O. F 

Error% 

1 0.3620 0.3620 0.000 0.3620 0.000 

2 0.6956 0.6956 0.000 0.6956 0.000 

3 0.7741 0.7741 0.000 0.7741 0.000 

4 0.9797 0.9794 0.0306 0.9797 0.000 

5 1.0471 1.0432 0.3738 1.0471 0.000 

6 1.2385 1.2389 0.0242 1.2385 0.000 

7 1.3085 1.3098 0.0993 1.3084 0.008 

8 1.446 1.439 0.4864 1.444 0.138 

9 1.6008 1.6235 1.3982 1.6104 0.5961 

10 1.7587 1.8053 2.5648 1.7758 0.9516 

 

M

O

D

E 

Frequencies (cps) 

Exact 
Sol.by 
FORT
RAN 

Static 
condensa
tion by 

remainin

g80%D.
O. F 

Err
or% 

Dynamic 
condensatio

n by 
remaining 

80%D.O. F 

Error% 

1 0.3620 0.3620 0.000 0.3620 0.000 

2 0.6956 0.6956 0.000 0.6956 0.000 

3 0.7741 0.7739 0.0258 0.7741 0.000 

4 0.9797 0.9792 0.050 0.9797 0.000 

5 1.0471 1.0422 0.4702 1.0471 0.000 

6 1.2385 1.2402 0.1371 1.2385 0.000 

7 1.3085 1.3125 0.3047 1.3086 0.007 

8 1.446 1.454 0.5502 1.447 0.069 

9 1.6008 1.6465 2.7756 1.6113 0.6559 

10 1.7587 1.8141 3.0538 1.7823 1.342 

 

M

O

D

E 

Frequencies (cps) 

Exact 
Sol.by 
FORT

RAN 

Static 
condensa
tion by 

remainin
g 70% 
D.O. F 

Err
or% 

Dynamic 
condensatio

n by 

remaining 
70%D.O. F 

Error% 

1 0.3620 0.3620 0.000 0.3620 0.000 

2 0.6956 0.6956 0.000 0.6956 0.000 

3 0.7741 0.7738 0.0387 0.7741 0.000 

4 0.9797 0.9834 0.3762 0.9797 0.000 

5 1.0471 1.0543 0.6829 1.0471 0.000 

6 1.2385 1.2498 0.9041 1.2385 0.000 

7 1.3085 1.3475 2.8942 1.3093 0.0611 

8 1.446 1.5167 4.6614 1.4484 0.1659 

9 1.6008 1.6615 3.6533 1.6143 0.8433 

10 1.7587 1.8141 3.0538 1.7851 1.5011 

 

M

O

D

E 

Frequencies (cps) 

Exact 
Sol.by 

FORT
RAN 

Static 
condensa

tion by 
remainin
g 60% 
D.O. F 

Err
or% 

Dynamic 
condensatio

n by 
remaining 

60% D.O. F 

Error% 

1 0.3620 0.3620 0.000 0.3620 0.000 

2 0.6956 0.6956 0.000 0.6956 0.000 
3 0.7741 0.7745 0.0387 0.7741 0.000 

4 0.9797 0.9853 0.9994 0.9797 0.000 

5 1.0471 1.0586 0.9943 1.0471 0.000 
6 1.2385 1.2548 0.9891 1.2385 0.000 

7 1.3085 1.3481 0.9870 1.3041 0.3363 

8 1.446 1.5202 0.9706 1.4492 0.2213 

9 1.6008 1.6509 0.9512 1.6211 1.2681 

10 1.7587 1.8152 0.9696 1.7792 1.1656 

 

M

O

D

E 

Frequencies (cps) 

Exact 
Sol.by 
FORT
RAN 

Static 
condensa
tion by 

remainin
g50% 

D.O. F 

Err
or% 

Dynamic 
condensatio

n by 
remaining 
50%D.O. F 

Error% 

1 0.3620 0.3620 0.000 0.3620 0.000 

2 0.6956 0.6956 0.000 0.6956 0.000 

3 0.7741 0.7748 0.0903 0.7741 0.000 

4 0.9797 0.9861 0.6490 0.9797 0.000 

5 1.0471 1.0589 1.1144 1.0471 0.000 

6 1.2385 1.2551 1.3226 1.2388 0.0242 

7 1.3085 1.341 2.4235 1.3044 0.3133 

8 1.446 1.5201 4.8746 1.4501 0.2335 

9 1.6008 1.651 3.0405 1.6226 1.3618 

10 1.7587 1.8154 3.1232 1.7801 1.2168 

 

M

O

D

E 

Frequencies (cps) 

Exact 
Sol.by 
FORT
RAN 

Static 
condensa
tion by 

remainin

g40%D.
O. F 

Err
or% 

Dynamic 
condensatio

n by 
remaining 

40% D.O. F 

Error% 

1 0.3620 0.3620 0.000 0.3620 0.000 
2 0.6956 0.6956 0.000 0.6956 0.000 

3 0.7741 0.7751 0.1290 0.7741 0.000 

4 0.9797 0.9865 0.6893 0.9797 0.000 

5 1.0471 1.0591 1.1330 1.0473 0.0191 

6 1.2385 1.2553 1.3383 1.2390 0.0404 

7 1.3085 1.331 1.6904 1.3041 0.3363 

8 1.446 1.5201 4.8747 1.4523 0.4357 

9 1.6008 1.6567 3.3742 1.6231 1.3931 

10 1.7587 1.8156 3.1339 1.7814 1.2907 
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CONCLUSIONS 

Free and forced vibration for dynamic problems by the static and dynamic 

condensation of matrices for high-rise buildings has shown many important points that 

any researcher would be attentive to before using condensation. Several results of the 

research can be summarized in the following points. 

Whether the analysis was free or forced, the results agreed that dynamic condensation is 

much more efficient in frequency results than static condensation, principally when 

solving dynamic problems, because dynamic condensation methods consider the inertia 

effects of DOF shapes that were ignored in static condensation. This is because the 

inertia is related to the inverse of the stiffness matrix, it cannot be obtained directly. 

As the number and type of masters are chosen in degrees of freedom accurately, so the 

masters are selected must always be displacements rather than rotations, the selected 

master DOFs having the largest entries in the collective matrix, the DOFs having the 

largest movements in the patterns of interest, and the masters DOF that is associated 

TABLE 16. Comparison between FORTRAN Sol. Before, After 

Static and Dynamic Condensations by remaining 30% D.O.F.  

TABLE 17. Comparison between FORTRAN Sol. Before, After 

Static and Dynamic Condensations by remaining 20% D.O.F.  

TABLE 18. Comparison between FORTRAN Sol. Before, After 

Static and Dynamic Condensations by remaining 10% D.O.F.  

 
M

O

D

E 

Frequencies (cps) 

Exact 
Sol.by 
FORT
RAN 

Static 
condensa
tion by 

remainin

g30% 
D.O. F 

Err
or% 

Dynamic 
condensatio

n by 
remaining 

30%D.O. F 

Error% 

1 0.3620 0.3620 0.000 0.3620 0.000 

2 0.6956 0.6955 0.0144 0.6956 0.000 

3 0.7741 0.7756 0.1934 0.7741 0.000 

4 0.9797 0.9887 0.9103 0.9797 0.000 

5 1.0471 1.0601 1.2263 1.0477 0.0573 

6 1.2385 1.2562 1.4090 1.235 0.2826 

7 1.3085 1.3309 1.6831 1.3046 0.2980 

8 1.446 1.5213 4.9497 1.4527 0.4633 

9 1.6008 1.6571 3.3975 1.6238 1.4368 

10 1.7587 1.8178 3.2512 1.7821 1.3305 

 

M

O

D

E 

Frequencies (cps) 

Exact 
Sol.by 
FORT
RAN 

Static 
condensa
tion by 

remainin

g20% 
D.O. F 

Err
or% 

Dynamic 
condensatio

n by 
remaining 

20%D.O. F 

Error% 

1 0.3620 0.3620 0.000 0.3620 0.000 

2 0.6956 0.6951 0.0719 0.6956 0.000 

3 0.7741 0.7761 0.2576 0.7741 0.000 

4 0.9797 0.9851 0.5482 0.9797 0.000 

5 1.0471 1.0626 1.4587 1.0479 0.0764 

6 1.2385 1.2612 1.7999 1.238 0.0404 

7 1.3085 1.3311 1.6978 1.3051 0.2598 

8 1.446 1.5244 5.1430 1.4531 0.4910 

9 1.6008 1.6689 4.0805 1.6247 1.4930 

10 1.7587 1.8218 3.4636 1.7885 1.6944 

 M

O

D

E 

Frequencies (cps) 

Exact 
Sol.by 

FORT
RAN 

Static 
condensa

tion by 
remainin

g10% 
D.O. F 

Err
or% 

Dynamic 
condensatio

n by 
remaining 
10%D.O. F 

Error% 

1 0.3620 0.3619 0.0276 0.3620 0.000 

2 0.6956 0.6949 0.1007 0.6956 0.000 
3 0.7741 0.7767 0.3347 0.7741 0.000 

4 0.9797 0.9863 0.6692 0.9795 0.0204 

5 1.0471 1.0635 1.5421 1.0484 0.1242 

6 1.2385 1.2626 1.9088 1.2426 0.3310 

7 1.3085 1.3348 1.9703 1.3049 0.2751 

8 1.446 1.5271 5.3107 1.4832 2.5726 

9 1.6008 1.6702 4.1552 1.6251 1.5179 

10 1.7587 1.8223 3.4901 1.7891 1.7285 
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with larger mass concentrations and is reasonably flexible relative to other mass 

concentrations and fixed constraints. Also, so is the number of master's degrees 

remaining or degrees of freedom removed, as influential to the validity and accuracy of 

the results. Where 10% is removed and 90% of the degrees of freedom are preserved, it 

is closer to accuracy than 20% is removed and 80% is preserved, i.e. The fewer the 

remaining degrees of freedom, the lower the accuracy. 

Finally, it is emphasized that the dynamic condensation of dynamical problems gives a 

maximum deviation of ± 6: 7% if the selection of the master’s degrees of freedom is 

accurate and appropriate from Sap 2000. 
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